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There is no place more sensual than the kitchen with its tantalising aromas, 
incredible flavours and tempting ingredients for the very latest creations in  
cuisine. KWC SIN enriches this culinary world. This range, available in four  
different versions, makes an impressive impact in terms of both its stylish design 
and functional versatility. In short, KWC SIN stimulates your senses just as much 
as it appeals to your good sense.

Sense and sensuality
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Swivel spout



An ode to enjoyment

A figure of worship in ancient 

Greece, Dionysus, the god of wine, 

was renowned for his passion, his 

pleasure and his ability to enjoy 

himself. KWC SIN – shown here in 

the version with a swivel spout – is, 

in a sense, an ode to Dionysus. It is 

a faucet that has been developed 

specifically with modern epicureans 

in mind. Its elegant, striking design 

immediately captivates the senses – 

while its precision and high-quality 

finish appeal to the rational mind. 

Its unelaborated geometric profile 

makes it a feast for the eyes and 

transforms the kitchen into a place 

to enjoy a good life and good food. 
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Swivel spout

Elegant yet practical. With its highly curved swivel spout, KWC SIN offers  
maximum clearance for all types of cookware – even large pots and pans.



More freedom of movement means more fun in 
the kitchen. The swivel spout can be rotated 160°, 
creating space for you to work however you like 
and run your kitchen as you please. The lever can be 
positioned on the right or on the left.
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highflex®



SINfonia – technical  

perfection and emotion

Music is emotion. It is capable of 

touching us to the core, sensually 

and intuitively on the one hand and 

through the technical perfection of 

its composition on the other. For the 

secret of musical harmony lies in the 

precise tuning of the instruments, 

in the vibration of each individual 

string. KWC demands the same high 

aesthetic and functional standards 

of its faucets as a musician would of 

his instrument – and develops their 

designs in accordance with the laws 

of the arts. KWC SIN highflex® is 

one of these masterpieces, bringing 

precise technology and emotional 

aesthetics together in perfect  

harmony.
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highflex®

KWC SIN highflex® is the highlight of the new faucet range. Harmonious design 
and a sculptural aesthetic are combined with maximum flexibility and a variety of 
functions that leaves nothing to be desired. This enables the range to satisfy the 
very highest standards in terms of materials and the quality of the finish.



KWC SIN highflex® is a world first, uniting two innovative functions: two spray 
modes (filtered stream/Neoperl® spray) with the flexible, patented highflex® 
spring hose and a swivel spout.

•  Spray with highflex® spring hose: when you lift the spray out of its bracket, 
the highflex® spring hose offers plenty of flexible room for movement in all 
directions.

•  Swivel spout: when the spray is placed in its bracket, the result is a stable 
swivel spout with a swivelling range of 360°.
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highflex®

Unlimited flexibility. Besides the sophisticated 
highflex® spring hose, the spray on the KWC SIN 
highflex® also has what it takes to impress: the hose 
can be rotated 360° and can be switched between 
a powerful Neoperl® spray and a gentler filtered 
stream using the diverter button.



High flexibility and stability combined. The highflex® spring hose is specially  
designed so that it always returns automatically to its original position. It there-
fore constantly maintains its elegantly curved profile. When the spring hose  
is placed in the hand-spray bracket using the positioning aid, the result is a stable 
spout with a 360° swivelling range.
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Pull-out spray



For the love of beauty

True elegance means natural grace. 

Striking curves and harmonious 

counter-curves, slender lines and 

smooth rounded edges. Nothing  

is flawed, nothing is lacking – a 

complete form. Learning from  

nature is hardly a sin when it comes 

to good design. KWC SIN celebrates 

a love of beauty with captivating 

proportions – and with a hidden 

quality that only reveals itself at  

second glance, such as in the pull-

out spray and a variety of other 

sophisticated technical features that 

create a thrill of pleasure. In the end, 

many small details combine to  

create a total work of art to fall in 

love with. 
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Pull-out spray

Elegance with added value. On this version of KWC SIN, the spray integrated into 
the 360° swivelling hose guide can be pulled out and extended by up to 50 cm 
without a sound, thus offering the room you need to be creative in the kitchen. 
The pull-out spray itself can also be rotated around its own axis. All the freedom 
you could possibly ask for.



A soap dispenser is available to match the entire KWC SIN range of faucets,  
blending seamlessly into the overall aesthetic of the range. It stands resplendent 
with its slim, 30-mm diameter profile, offers a capacity of 300 ml and can easily 
be filled from the top without having to be dismantled.

Washing, rinsing, filling. Depending on what you are doing, you want a gentle 
stream of water one minute and a powerful spray the next. With KWC SIN,  
the spray can be adapted to suit your requirements: a touch of a button  
switches between Neoperl® spray and filtered stream modes. If the flow of water 
is switched off, the spray automatically returns to its normal Neoperl® spray 
position.
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Pull-out spout



Inspiration for the kitchen

Culinary masterpieces are created 

when inspiration, creativity, skilful 

craftsmanship and top-quality raw 

materials converge. And good  

cuisine can only be improved even 

further if the kitchen ambience is 

perfectly pitched, too. This is where 

KWC comes into play with its finely 

developed faucet creations: KWC 

SIN, with a sophisticated pull-out 

system integrated into the spout, 

is just one example of the added 

value that the entire range can bring 

to the kitchen. With an attractive 

design and practical functions that 

transform work into fun – all in the 

spirit of the idea that taking pleasure 

in the preparation makes food taste 

even better.
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Pull-out spout

True quality often only reveals itself at second glance. And that is certainly true  
of KWC SIN with its pull-out spout integrated almost invisibly into the hose-guide 
spout. The slender, curved faucet can be swivelled 360°, creating real, all-round 
flexibility. 



An understatement with a hint of finesse – the  
secret lies in the detail. And the sophisticated  
pull-out system, seamlessly integrated into the  
spout, truly possesses this quality: with a simple grip 
of the hand, the spout can be pulled downwards 
and extended by up to 50 cm and is extremely  
manoeuvrable.
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“Water – a precious  
commodity that provides 
pure pleasure.” 



Impressive variety

Lever mixer
highflex® patented spring hose  
technology
lever installation possible on the right  
or left side
spray 360° turn
10.261.432.000 all chrome
A 200

Soap dispenser 
Z.536.332.000 all chrome

Subject to technical, range and model changes. 
Dimensions in mm. 

Lever mixer
lever installation possible on the right  
or left side
pull-out aerator covered 
up to 500 mm pull-out length
hose guide, swivelling 360°
10.261.102.000 all chrome 
A 200

KWC SIN is available in four versions – tailored entirely to suit different tastes and requirements in the 
kitchen.

highflex®: patented spring hose technology, spray with Neoperl® spray and filtered stream modes 
Pull-out spray: elegant pull-out spray with Neoperl® spray and filtered stream modes 
Pull-out spout: integrated, virtually invisible pull-out spout 
Swivel spout: attractively curved swivel spout with Neoperl® Caché®

Lever mixer
lever installation possible on the right  
or left side
swivel spout 160°
10.261.012.000 all chrome 
A 200

Lever mixer
lever installation possible on the right  
or left side
spray 360° turn 
up to 500 mm pull-out length
hose guide, swivelling 360°
10.261.002.000 all chrome
A 200
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